
LITTLE THINGS MEAN A LOT IN

"Little Things Mean a Lot" is a popular song written by Edith Lindeman (lyrics) and Carl Stutz (music), published in
Lindeman was the leisure editor of the .

The Tyranny of Small Decisions Even if if! Tip: Little things mean a lot! I see. In my research among church
leaders for my book on church scutwork , I also found that healthy congregations attend to little things. That is
just the way life works! This is true for most things in investing but perhaps even more so when the edges are
smaller. Now, if you think those stats are bracing for the full set of ten unrelated additive pieces of
craftsmanship, each with a 0. God bless you! This is true collectively, looking at the net of all these choices,
and even more so when each decision is viewed standalone. Rather than teaching the class I probably should
have been taking the class, but that is another story. Little things. One important subtlety is that one cannot
avoid at least attempting some form of craftsmanship as choices have to be made. Now with their silent
message they come to you with our love and good wishes. Now, however, total attention is paid to that aspect
of air travel. But, I think the basic idea that there are lots of decisions that can potentially add or subtract small
value is well represented by this example. The broader point is that many ex-ante advantages may disappoint
at surprisingly long evaluation periods. Home Tip of the Week Tip: Little things mean a lot! Percentages get
kind of silly the closer you are to starting at zero. Note his intuitive respect for lay authority, his positive,
supportive response to a staff member and his succinct conversation. And, there are often a lot of them to
make. Basically, a move from fees like basis points e. But, not for 1 basis point differencesâ€¦ Make no
mistake, all-else-equal, lower fees are better!


